MINUTES OF SADPA EXCO MEETING
Held Monday, 26th October, 2009
1.

Opening and apologies: Sheila Rosslee
ASR Opened the meeting.

2.

Confirmation of previous SAPDA Exco minutes; accepted

3.

Matters Arising from Previous Minutes; none

4.

Finalise Agenda – GSSF added under general.

5.

General ExCo matters

ACTION

(a) Website
Club Start-up Kit to be loaded
Sponsors of 2009 IDPA Africa Champs have been loaded
DSS lists have been updated
Minutes from 2009 AGM to date will be loaded. Financials to
be left out of the minutes
SADPA log to be worked out for 2009 and loaded on the
website.
(b) Indemnity Form.
Question was raised concerning the need for an indemnity
form to be completed by shooters for each shoot.
Suggestions are that;
The registration list for the shoot to be used to generate a list
counter signed by each shooter, reflecting SADPA No. and
name and surname.
That new members sign an indemnity form when they join

NvdN

SADPA and that these forms are then kept on file. Current
Members would also have to complete such an indemnity
form And submit it to the SADPA office.

MH

ASR to speak to Candice Osbourne at Carmargue to ascertain
suitability of these options.

ASR

(c) 2009 IDPA Africa Champs Post Mortem
Positives;
Course of Fire
Having sponsors on the range
Feedback from sponsors
Match booklet
Thanking of sponsors, certificates and coasters
Profit made (R14 528.11)
Negatives;
Quality of coasters
Squadding
Prize giving was to long
Catering
Spare targets not to be placed within the CoF.
(d) Champs Budget
As per breakdown handed out by MH
(e) SADPA 3 Gun / Multi gun
Concern was raised about the lack of experience exhibited by
shooters attending a 3 Gun match.
Suggestion was made that a NSO be presented for shooters that
Intend taking part in 3 Gun events.
Suggestion was made that a SO clinic be presented as many
SO’s do not have the requisite skills or knowledge concerning
rifles and shotguns.
Concern was raised because shooters do not engage the safety
catches on rifles and shotguns prior to starting a CoF.
Suggestion was made that a division specific to HMC’s be
included in the proposed rules.
Divisions reflected in the proposed rules would not affect
endorsement applications

(f) Outstanding raffles from 2009 IDPA Africa Champs
It was decided to send an e-mail to members notifying them of
the outstanding prizes / raffles. The closing dates for entries for
these prizes will be the 15th November.

ASR

Regardless of the number of entries the draw/s will be done at
the next Exco. meeting and the winner/s informed accordingly.
(g) 2010 SADPA Calendar
All clubs have been notified to submit their 2010 calendars as
soon as possible.
NvdN has already started loading the calendars received from
clubs.

NvdN

Concern was raised concerning DDPC and Tenex DPC as they
have not met the minimum requirements to operate as SADPA
clubs.
It was decided that an e-mail would be sent to all clubs at the
start of 2010 explaining the requirements to operate as a SADPA
clubs and reminding them that if the requirements are not met
that their club can / will be delisted.

ASR

(h) 2010 IDPA Africa Champs
Exco decided that clubs should be asked to bid for the event.
ASR to send an e-mail.
Bidding for the event to be closed on 15th November.
(i) Targets
PDPC to be billed for 300 targets
GCDPC has been billed for 100 targets

ASR

MH

(j) Clubs
SADPA Electronic Timers
It was decided to loan timers to the following clubs;
KSC
1
done
GCDPC 2
done
FBGC
2
done
PDPC
2
ASR
WDPC 2
ASR
LXDPC 2
ASR
ZDPC
1
ASR
2 Timers will be kept in stock, in case other clubs require them.
MH to have all timers engraved with SADPA number.

MH

League Medals
SADPA will subsidise R10.00 of the cost of R25.00 to the clubs.
Clubs will therefore pay R15.00 per medal used.
MH to bill JDPC for the medals that they ordered but have not
returned.
Clubs to notify MH in enough time so that she can despatch
medals to them.
(k) SO Course
Currently none are scheduled
Courses will be presented as and when they are required.
(l) NSO
As reflected in (e) above.
(m)

SO Certificates

NH has given the template to MH
She has completed and e-mailed the certificates to the individual
Members.
(n) DSS certificates
As per the list supplied by MH
(o) Finance
As per the document supplied by MH
6

Additional Items
NH raised the possibility of SADPA presenting GSSF type shooting
events in order to encourage new members and to assist new
members to transition into IDPA shooting.
It was decided that if the GSSF CoF’s were run in accordance with
current IDPA rules there would be no objection to them being
included in SADPA events.

7

Next meeting
The next meeting will be held during the week of 23rd November.
It will be conducted at an outside venue.

MH

